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• PLAY YOUR OWN FANTASY
FANTASY GAME. It will undoubtedly
be the first fantasy RPG where you

directly take part in character
development and character growth

via personal growth. • Three
Dungeons and One Dungeon In the
Emerald Vest Monastery, you can
fight an intense demon lord. In the

Lunar Hill, you can fight a huge
demon lord. In the Labyrinth, you will

fight with the Children of Elden. •
Explore and Acquire Skills that Link
Players During play, you will meet
the rare people who will become
your allies, and the skilled people

who will become your rivals, and you
can develop skills using those allies
or rivals. • Unique Online Play that
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Loosely Connects You to Others In
addition to multiplayer, where you

can directly connect with other
players and travel together, the

game supports a unique
asynchronous online element that
allows you to feel the presence of

others. • Adventure Intensive Game
Design In addition to the deep

progression of character
development, the game also offers

an intense action RPG where you can
become embroiled in a variety of
exciting situations. • Character

Growth As you develop your
character, you can learn the

characteristics of the seasons and
the time of day. You can go back in
time, so if you went back and met

past companions, you could interact
with them. 4 characters will be

selectable, with a variety of 10 skills.
• Motion and Action System The
game has a motion and action

system that separates the functions
of your arms and your legs. You will

be able to perform a variety of
actions, such as running and

jumping, using skills to act in time
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with the combat action, or using
skills to perform cool-looking actions

when you find yourself in an
awkward or exciting situation. • Skill

Trainning System Using the
equipment you find, you can learn

various skills, including skills that you
can use alone or skills that you can
use in combination. When you equip

a skill, you can equip up to three
different weapons, Armor, and items.
• Using Skills to Respond Quickly to
the Action In addition to using skills
to act when you meet with enemies,
you can also use skills to respond in
real-time during the fight action to

use the right skills in the right timing.
As you fight, your game will advance,

providing a more exciting fight
action. • A Variety of Adorable
Monsters Alongside challenging
demon lords, you can also fight

adorable demonic monsters. The
more you attack these cute

monsters,

Features Key:
Cast powerful spells that turn the battle in your favor by amplifying your

stats, supporting skills, and equipping new skills and items;
Use your newly enhanced skills to defeat your enemies by dealing out waves

of brutal attacks and poisonous projectiles; and
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Battle with real NPCs, and form a Brotherhood against powerful monsters or
powerful bosses and reach the leader of the main quest.

PRE-ORDER KEY FEATURES:

Unique access to new dungeons at the start of the game! Your class will be
upgraded while you fight until the point that you gain the rank of a Boss-Class
character, and the game flow is ‘lobby' style from then on;
Read the story in 32 Chapters in total, collecting sweet items as you go;
Offer 20 pieces of new, never before seen gear to celebrate the launch of
Moero Chronicle;
Exclusive art work and movie, based on the concept of “Sword of Ouroboros".

CONTENT SPECIFICATION:

Day & Night (day time: 7am to 7pm, night time: 7pm to 7am) Match-3
gameplay with streamlined mechanics
）Role-playing game
A variety of enemies - each with a different attack pattern
A variety of weapons -- from swords, to guns, explosives
A variety of armors and accessories -- each with their own strengths and
weaknesses
A Vast World that seamlessly connects various fields of gameplay and
storyline!
Join a ranked guild to fight through challenges as you gain a reputation
A vast main story, multiple side quests and more than 10 types of quests
await you!

MOERO CHRONICLE AT A GLANCE:

Central Main Story - Advance the main 
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Features:-An army of monsters
appears in this world.-A new powerful
item called a "Naga" is added to the
game.-The introduction of the "anti-
magic" function is added to increase
the difficulty of monsters.-“Power
Level” allowing you to customize
your character and an increased
number of items.-Various game
modes including "Survival" and
"Weekend" mode.-Various game
modes for multiplayer.-Visualize the
future by checking "Fate".-Join your
friends and clear them through "Play
Connect".-This game allows you to
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join your friends. -The game is able
to be played even in offline mode.-An
environment where monsters roam
freely. ■ Powerful Equipment Rise,
Tarnished, and be guided by grace to
brandish the power of the Elden Ring
and become an Elden Lord in the
Lands Between.A variety of skills and
equipment are required to fight with
monsters and traverse the Lands
Between, so be sure to plan your
equipment. ■ The Action Skill
System The Action Skill System is the
method to improve your character
and deal with monsters with powerful
Action Skills. Using the Action Skills
will result in powerful attacks or
special skills with special
effects.Using it before attacking will
cause it to have a considerably large
effect. ■ More Special Abilities There
are more special abilities than ever
such as powerful physical attacks,
active ability upgrades, and special
moves that give you an advantage
during battle. There are many
abilities to choose from and they
have variable effectiveness. ■
Characters and Weapons 1.Character
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You can customize your character to
develop it. Since you have the ability
to combine powerful weapons,
enemies will be able to move about
freely. In addition to the diversity of
weapons, you will also be able to use
a wide variety of skills for various
special effects. ■Weapon A weapons
inventory that stores a variety of
weapons. You will be able to freely
combine weapons. Equip a variety of
weapons or add them to your
inventory as you please. ■ Items
There are items that will also be put
in your inventory. There are items
that give buffs or effects. Character
Equipment can be improved by
equipping this item. ■ Inventory
Equip and carry a variety of items.
Inventory is a list of equipment and
items. There are over 60 kinds of
items. If you are not able to equip
one in a particular situation, you can
quickly equip a different item. ►
Artificial Intelligence

What's new in Elden Ring:

Dungeon & Magic
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Dungeon & Magic - Official Site
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Story Trailer

Staff lineup

Operation

Campaign
Online Quest System
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DOWNLOADBoeing confirms 737
MAX 8 software flaw Published
duration 5 April 2019 image
copyright Reuters image caption
The investigation into a fatal
Ethiopian Airlines flight led to
the grounding of all 737 MAX
planes US aviation authorities
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have confirmed that software
has been installed in new planes
to disable new safety features
designed to prevent a repeat of
last year's Ethiopian Airlines
plane crash. As part of the
investigation into the crash,
software was found to be
missing from an important safety
feature. Boeing said it was in the
process of installing the
software on all 737 MAX planes.
The plane was flown from Addis
Ababa to Nairobi on 10 March
2018 when a malfunctioning
sensor caused it to dive. The
crash, in which 157 people were
killed, led to the grounding of all
737 MAX planes. Investigators
have not announced the cause of
the crash, but have said it was
an accident caused by a shared
problem between two sensors.
The new software was to be
installed on all planes from this
month, Boeing said. The
company said it had installed the
new software on all 737 MAX
planes and that it was "fully in
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place" in all 800 engines. On
Friday, the US Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA) confirmed
that software was installed to
disable the Maneuvering
Characteristics Augmentation
System (MCAS), which was found
to have been disabled when the
plane crashed. The FAA said the
software was installed on new
planes that have not yet begun
commercial flights. This includes
10 planes that are Boeing's own
737 MAX planes and will be
delivered to customers before
the
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System Requirements:

Minimum: OS: Windows 8.1 (64-bit)
Processor: Intel Core i3 2.6 GHz or
AMD equivalent Memory: 2 GB RAM
Storage: 18 GB available space
Graphics: Intel HD Graphics 4000 or
AMD equivalent DirectX: Version 9.0
Recommended: OS: Windows 10
(64-bit) Processor: Intel Core i5 2.7
GHz or AMD equivalent Memory: 4
GB RAM Storage: 25 GB available
space Graphics
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